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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS,KAMRUP (M)

                     Case No. C.R. 1309 of 2016 u/s 138 of NI Act

Sri Litul Kumar Lahan

S/O- Late Budheswar lahan

R/O- Brindaban Nagar

Pachim Boragaon, P.S.- Gorchuk

                                          Dist- Kamrup (M), Assam

                                                                          ………………….. Complainant

.

                                                              -Vs-

Sri Lukumoni Gogoi

                                          S/O- Late Panindra Gogoi

R/O- Milan Nagar (Near Police Reserve)

   P.S.- Dhemaji, District- Dhemaji, Assam

                                                                          ……………………. Accused 

                        Present- Sri Nayanjyoti Choudhury, JMFC, Kamrup(M)

   For the Complainant- Mr. H. K. Barua,….Learned Advocate.

                 For accused- Mr. A. Kalita,….Learned Advocate 

                        Evidence recorded on- 03-05-17, 24-08-17

              Argument heard on- 01-09-17 

      Judgment delivered on – 15-09-17
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JUDGMENT

1. This is a case instituted under section 138 of the Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881 alleging that  the accused, Lukumoni Gogoi  had 
issued one cheque in favour of the complainant Litul Kumar Lahon which 
was dishonored due to insufficient funds in the account of the accused.

2. The brief fact giving rise to the institution of this complaint case is that 
the accused took some personal loan from the complainant and in 
discharge of said legally enforceable debt payable to him issued one 
cheque no. 006363 dated 28-01-16 for Rs. 6,00,000/- only drawn on 
ICICI Bank, Dhemaji Branch in favour of the complainant.

3. The complainant deposited the cheque with his banker Vijaya Bank, 
Betkuchi Branch, Guwahati on 02-03-16 for encashment of the cheque 
amount but the cheque was dishonoured by ICICI Bank with a return 
memo dated 04-03-16 showing the reason insufficient fund which he 
received from his bank.

4. The complainant send demand notice dated 04-03-16 through his 
advocate by registered post with AD on 16-03-16 to the accused 
intimating him regarding dishonour of the cheque and demanding him to 
make the payment of the cheque amount within 15 days from the date of 
the receipt of the notice and the demand notice was duly served by the 
postal authority and delivered to the accused on 21-03-16, but he did not 
responded to the notice and as such the complainant lodged the case 
against the accused u/s 138 of The Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881.

5.  The accused was called upon to enter trial and upon his appearance the 
particulars of offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments 
Act,1881 was explained to him to which he pleaded not guilty and 
claimed to be tried.

6. The complainant adduced his evidence as witness in support of his case 
and exhibited some documents whereas the accused adduced his 
evidence as witness in his defence.

7. The accused in his statement u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. stated that he hadnot 
received any money from the complainant. The complainant had a liability 
towards the accused and the accused gave the cheque to the 
complainant against vehicle insurance. The accused further stated that he 
had no knowledge of the demand notice, may be any family member of 
his family might have received the notice.

8. I have heard the learned counsels appearing for the complainant and the 
accused.

9. Upon hearing and on perusal of record I have framed the following points 
for determination in order to arrive at a definite finding as regards the 
dispute in this case-

1. Whether the accused issued the cheque for the discharge of any 
legally enforceable debt or liability towards the complainant?

2. Whether the cheque was dishonored for the reason insufficient fund?
3. Whether the accused received the demand notice issued by 

thecomplainant regarding the dishonor of the cheque?
4. Whether the accused has committed the offence under section
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138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act,1881? 

10. I have carefully gone through the case record and perused the entire 
evidence on record both oral and documentary. I have heard and perused 
the arguments advanced and the submissions made by the learned 
advocate on behalf of the complainant and the learned advocate for the 
accused person. 

DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS:-

11. Point for determination no. 1:- Whether the accused issued the cheque   
for the discharge of any legally enforceable debt or liability towards the 
complainant:

12.  The PW 1 exhibited the cheque as Ext. 1 and the signature of the 
accused was exhibited as Ext. 1(1). The PW 1 was cross examined by the 
accused. In his cross examination the PW 1 deposed he deals in the 
business of vehicles and long time ago he purchased a bus from the 
accused. The PW 1 further deposed that the accused purchased a truck 
from some other person and PW 1 was a negotiator in that transaction. 
The accused put a suggestion the PW 1 suggesting that the cheque (Ext. 
1) was given to him with regard to the above transaction to which he 
replied in negative. The accused further put a suggestion to the PW 1 
suggesting that the accused had not taken any loan. The accused further 
put a suggestion to the PW 1 that the PW 1 sold a defective vehicle to the 
accused and before selling the vehicle he took the Ext. 1 from him to 
which the PW 1 replied in negative. The accused in is evidence as DW 1 
deposed that he gave a blank cheque to the accused against the 
insurance of a vehicle and the complainant told him that he would fill up 
the cheque. Now though the accused disputed the handwritings of the 
cheque but the signature of the cheque was admitted to be his. Hon’ble 
Supreme Court in Hiten P. Dalal Vs Batindra Nath Banerjee [(2001) 6 SCC 
16] cited that “In the case of a discretionary presumption the 
presumption if drawn may be rebutted by an explanation which "might 
reasonably be true and which is consistent with the innocence" of the 
accused. On the other hand in the case of a mandatory presumption "the 
burden resting on the accused person in such a case would not be as 
light as it is where a presumption is raised under S.114 of the Evidence 
Act and cannot be held to be discharged merely by reason of the fact that 
the explanation offered by the accused is reasonable and probable. It 
must further be shown that the explanation is a true one. The words 
'unless the contrary is proved' which occur in this provision make it clear 
that the presumption has to be rebutted by 'proof' and not by a bare 
explanation which is merely plausible. A fact is said to be proved when its 
existence is directly established or when upon the material before it the 
Court finds its existence to be so probable that a reasonable man would 
act on the supposition that it exists. Unless, therefore, the explanation is 
supported by proof, the presumption created by the provision cannot be 
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said to be rebutted......" In that judgment it was further cited that as per 
section 18 of The NI Act until the contrary proved it shall be presumed 
that every negotiable instrument was made or drawn for consideration 
and that every such instrument when accepted, indorsed, negotiated or 
transferred was accepted, indorsed, negotiated or transferred for 
consideration. Hon’ble Gauhati High Court in Manik Lodh Vs State of 
Assam and another [2007(3) GLT 207] in para 19 of the afore said 
judgment cited that,”……the holder of a cheque shall be presumed, in the 
light of the provisions of section 139 of the NI Act to have received the 
cheque in discharge of the debt or liability, which the drawer of the 
cheque had. This presumption cannot be discharged by the drawer by 
merely offering a reasonable or plausible explanation. Such a presumption 
can be discharged only when the drawer proves that he had no such debt 
or liability as the sum mentioned in the cheque, reflects. This in turn, 
shows that the burden, placed on a drawer of a cheque, cannot be 
discharged by a mere explanation, which may sound reasonable or 
probable, rather the explanation must be proved to be true.” In the Para 
20 of the aforesaid judgment Honb’le Gauhati High Court further cited 
that “…..The expression “unless contrary is proved”, which occur in 
section 139, makes it clear that the presumption has to be rebutted by 
proof and not by a mere explanation..”.   Hon’ble Gauhati High Court in 
Indrani Talukdar Vs State of Assam and Another [(2013) 3 GLR 115] 
mentioned that in a complaint under section 138 of NI Act the initial 
presumption that the negotiable instrument must have been issued to 
discharge a legally enforceable debt or liability in favour of holder of the 
instrument, in view of section 118 (a) and section 139 of the Act, unless 
the contrary is proved by the accused. In this case at hand the accused 
came up with two different stories in his defence. In one story as 
suggested by him to the PW 1 the alleged cheque was given to the PW 1 
in a transaction of purchasing a truck to some other person wherein the 
PW 1 was a negotiator and in another story it was stated that the cheque 
was given in blank to the PW 1 for insurance of a vehicle. It is seen that 
the accused had come up two completely different stories. Though the 
accused exhibited an agreement as Ext. A, one cheque as Ext. B and one 
return memo as Ext. C but I found those exhibited documents irrelevant 
in this case.So considering the above discussions it is appeared to me 
that the complainant has been able to discharge his burden to presume 
that the cheque was issued in discharge of legally enforceable debt by the 
accused which remains unrebutted. So it is held that the accused had 
issued the cheque for the discharge of any legally enforceable debt or 
liability towards the complainant.

13. DECISSION  :-   The accused had issued the cheque for the discharge of 
any legally enforceable debt or liability towards the complainant.

14. Point for determination no. 2:-Whether the cheque was dishonored for   
insufficient funds in the account of the accused?
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15. The PW 1 exhibited the return memos as Ext. 2 wherein the reason for 
return was stated as fund insufficient. 

16. The accused in his statement u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. stated that he had no 
knowledge of the dishonor and he did not know anything about the Ext. 
2. There is nothing from the part of the accused to rebut the presumption 
of dishonor, so it is held that the cheque was dishonored due to 
insufficient fund in the account of the accused.

17. DECISION:-    It is held that the cheque was dishonored due to insufficient 
fund.

18. Point for determination no.3:- Whether the accused received the demand   
notice issued by the complainant regarding the dishonor of the cheque?

19. The PW 1 exhibited the demand notice which was marked as Ext 3 and 
the postal receipts were exhibited as Ext. 4. The delivery report was 
exhibited as Ext. 5. The accused in his statement u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. stated 
that he had no knowledge of the demand notice but there was a 
possibility that his family members might have received the same. So it is 
seen that the accused had not completely denied the service of notice. 
The PW 1 was suggested by the accused that the address in which the 
legal notice was send was not correct but the accused had not adduced 
any evidence to show that the his address stated in the legal notice was 
not correct. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in C.C. Alavi Haji Vs Palapetty 
Muhammad & another [(2007) 6 SCC 555] held that “According to section 
114 of the Act, read with illustration (f) there under, when it appears to 
the Court that the common course of business renders it probable that a 
thing would happen, the Court may draw presumption that the thing 
would have happened, unless there are circumstances in a particular case 
to show that the common course of business was not followed. Thus 
section 114 enables the Court to presume the existence of any fact which 
it thinks likely to have happened, regard being had to the common course 
of natural events, human conduct and public and private business in their 
relation to the facts of the particular case. Consequently, the Court can 
presume that the common course of business has been followed in 
particular case. When applied to communications sent by post, section 
114 enables the Court to presume that in the common course of natural 
events, the communication would have been delivered at the address of 
the addressee. But the presumption that is raised under section 27 of the 
G.C. Act is a far stronger presumption. Further while section 114 of The 
Evidence Act refers to a general presumption section 27 refers to a 
specific presumption. For the sake of ready reference, section 27 of G.C. 
Act extracted bellow:
Section 27. Meaning of service by post- where any Central Act or 
Regulation made after the commencement of this Act authorizes or 
requires any document to be served by post, whether the expression 
‘serve’ or either of the expressions ‘give‘ or ‘send’ or any other expression 
is used, then, unless a different intention appears the service shall be 
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deemed to be effected by properly addressing, prepaying and posting by 
registered post, a letter containing the document, and, unless the 
contrary is proved, to have been effected at the time at which the letter 
would be delivered in the ordinary course of post. 
Section 27 gives rise to a presumption that service of notice has been 
effected when it is sent to the correct address by registered post. In view 
of the said presumption, when stating that the notice has been sent by 
registered post to the address of the drawer, it is unnecessary to further 
aver in the complaint that in spite of the return of the notice un served, it 
is deemed to have been served or that the addressee is deemed to have 
knowledge of the notice. Unless and until the contrary is proved by the 
addressee, service of notice is deemed to have been effected at the time 
at which the letter would have been delivered in the ordinary course of 
business.”

20. So considering the above made discussions and the exhibited documents 
it is held that the accused has duly received the legal notice.

21. DECISION  :-  The accused  received the demand notice issued by the 
complainant regarding the dishonor of the cheque.

22. Point for determination No.4:- Whether the accused has committed the   
offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act,1881?

23. The offence under section 138 is complete on the satisfaction ofcertain 
conditions which are that the cheque has to be issued on the account 
maintained by the accused and that the cheque has to beissued for the 
discharge of a debt or liability. It is further providedthat the said cheque 
has to be deposited within three months of itsissuance or within its 
validity and that the notice regarding thedishonor of the cheque for 
insufficient funds ought to be givenwithin 30 days of the receipt of 
information regarding the dishonor.

24. In the instant case at hand it is held that the cheque was issued for the 
discharge of any legally enforceable debt or liability towards the 
complainant by the accused and the said cheque was dishonored due to 
due to the reason insufficient fund. The cheque was issued in the instant 
case on 28-01-16 as it is appeared from Ext. 1 and was presented for 
encashment before the banker of the complainant on 02-03-16and the 
cheque was dishonored on 04-03-16 which is appeared from Ext. 2. The 
demand notice was issued by the complainant on 16-03-16, which is 
within 30 days from the receipt of information of dishonor days from the 
receipt of information of dishonor. The demand notice was served upon 
the accused on 21-03-16 and the complainant lodged this case on 04-05-
16 which is within 30 days after the lapse of 15 days from the date of 
receipt of demand notice; hence the complaint is lodged within the period 
of limitation.

25. In view of the above discussion it is held that all the ingredients of the 
offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 are 
satisfied in the instant case and further the complainant has satisfied all 
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the requisites for the institution of the complaint; hence it is held that the 
accused Lukumoni Gogoi has committed the offence under section 138 of 
the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881.

26. DECISION  : The accused have committed the offence under section 138 of 
the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881.

27. In view of the discussions made above and the decisions reached in the 
foregoing points for determinations it is held that the accused Lukumoni 
Gogoi have committed offence under section 138 of the Negotiable 
Instruments Act,1881 and as such the accused are convicted under 
section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act,1881.

28. I have heard the parties. I am not inclined to extend the benefit of the 
provisions of the Probation of Offenders Act, 1958, because the offence 
committed is in the nature of an economic offence and the backbone of 
the nation depends on a healthy economy. Moreover the real intention 
behind the enactment of the said offence is to provide quick remedy to 
the payee or the holder of the cheque, and also to install a sense of 
confidence and assurance to the business community.

29. Considering the nature of the offence and the other attending facts and 
circumstances of this case, the accused Lukumoni Gogoi convicted of the 
offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 and 
Lukumoni Gogoi is sentenced to undergo simple imprisonment for 6 ( six) 
months to pay compensation of Rs.6,50,000/- ( Six Lakh Fifty Thousand) 
only to the complainant as the total cheque amount is Rs.6, 00,000/- 
only and more than oneyear nine months have elapsed from the date of 
issuance of the cheque. The amount of compensation is awarded so 
because even if the complainant would have kept the said amount in 
bank for this period then also this amount would have been that at the 
prevailing rate of interest. It is further directed that the convict Lukumoni 
Gogoi shall undergo simple imprisonment for another one (1) month in 
default of the payment of compensation.

30. Furnish a free copy of the judgment to the convict immediately.
31. The case is disposed of on contest 

          Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 15th day of September 
2017 at Guwahati.

Dictated and typed by me,

  

 Nayanjyoti Choudhury                                        Nayanjyoti Choudhury

 Juducial Magistrate 1st Class                                Judicial Magistrate 1st Class

 Kamrup(M)                                                    Kamrup (M)
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APPENDIX

(A) Complainant Exhibits  :

                Ext.1- Cheque 

Ext.2- Return memo

Ext. 3- Demand notice

Ext. 4- Postal receipt

Ext.5- Delivery Report

(B) Defence  Exhibits  :

Ext. A- Agreement

Ext. B- Cheque

Ext. C- Return memo

(C) Witnesses Exhibits  :

                     Nil 

(D) Complainant Witness  :

          PW 1- Litul Kumar Lahan

(E) Defence Witness  :

DW 1- Lukumoni Gogoi

(F) Court Witness  :

Nil 
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